**Operator Maximizes Gas Production, Saves 6 Hours per Well with XHP-BB Big-Bore Premium Production Packer**

V0-qualified, hydrostatically set big-bore production packer ideally suited for high-rate gas and faster, interventionless installation in offshore wells.

**Background**

An operator had encountered inconsistent production in an offshore high-rate-gas well and needed a more suitable completion design for the planned three wells.

For the production rate expected (up to 100 million ft³/d per well), large-bore (7-in) tubing was required. This type of well also demanded a large-bore packer that would withstand the harsh downhole conditions. Because of the offshore environment, it was critical that the packer minimize rig-related and intervention time, costs, and risks.

**Technology**

- XHP-BB* hydrostatically set big-bore premium production packer

---
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